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SAC has played a vital role in electron-
beam-assisted defect-formation reactions 
in 2D-materials decorated with atomic 
species.[2] The reported defect structures, 
such as, vacancies, holes, and nanorib-
bons, have promising applications such as 
molecular sieving,[3,4] confinement,[5] mag-
netism,[6] electrochemistry,[7] and for DNA 
translocation sensors.[8] SAC was shown to 
be triggered by transition-metal atoms and 
silicon,[9–11] which form covalent bonds 
with the underlying graphene and thus 
lead to some charge redistribution.[11] 
This weakens the CC atom bonding in 
the graphene lattice and facilitates vacancy 
formation in the graphene lattice under 
high-energy electron irradiation. The 
dangling bonds at the vacancy site have 
the tendency to attract other SAC atoms 
due to their high reactivity compared to 
pristine graphene,[12] hence, resulting in 
additional vacancy formation ultimately 
leading to the formation of holes.[13–16]

Experimental studies highlight that 
group-I (alkali), group-III, and group-VIII (noble gas) atoms 
do not show SAC; instead, group-I atomic species form pure 
ionic bonds, and group-III atoms form partial ionic and cova-
lent bonds with graphene.[17,18] However, the CC bond-weak-
ening reaction in single-layer graphene (SLG) has not been 
studied in case of molecular species. Of particular interest are 

Atomic design of a 2D-material such as graphene can be substantially influ-
enced by etching, deliberately induced in a transmission electron microscope. 
It is achieved primarily by overcoming the threshold energy for defect forma-
tion by controlling the kinetic energy and current density of the fast electrons. 
Recent studies have demonstrated that the presence of certain species of 
atoms can catalyze atomic bond dissociation processes under the electron 
beam by reducing their threshold energy. Most of the reported catalytic atom 
species are single atoms, which have strong interaction with single-layer 
graphene (SLG). Yet, no such behavior has been reported for molecular spe-
cies. This work shows by experimentally comparing the interaction of alkali 
and halide species separately and conjointly with SLG, that in the presence 
of electron irradiation, etching of SLG is drastically enhanced by the simul-
taneous presence of alkali and iodine atoms. Density functional theory and 
first principles molecular dynamics calculations reveal that due to charge-
transfer phenomena the CC bonds weaken close to the alkali-iodide species, 
which increases the carbon displacement cross-section. This study ascribes 
pronounced etching activity observed in SLG to the catalytic behavior of the 
alkali-iodide species in the presence of electron irradiation.
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1. Introduction

The ability of modern aberration-corrected high-resolution 
transmission electron microscopy (AC-HRTEM) to image 
single atoms has greatly helped to understand single-atom catal-
ysis (SAC) and the underlying real-time dynamic processes.[1] 
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group-I and group-VII elements, as single adatoms of these 
groups show only weak interaction with SLG, whereas the 
ionic interaction between such species is very strong. Besides, 
group-I and group-VII elements deposited on graphene and 
graphite have been extensively investigated individually using 
TEM toward their application in the field of graphite interca-
lation compounds. Their adsorbed atomic species exhibit ionic 
characteristics by exchanging electrons with the host (graphite/
graphene) material.[19–21]

In this work we show, both experimentally and theoretically, 
that the presence of alkali-iodide molecular species enhances 
the rate of etching in SLG under electron irradiation. For this, 
we employ the electrospray ion-beam deposition (ES-IBD)[22–25] 
technique to deposit chemically selected alkali-metal (AM), 
iodine (I), and alkali-iodide (AI) ions on SLG. We perform AC-
HRTEM time-dependent atomic-scale characterization of the 
etching process and the morphology of the graphene. Appli-
cation of both techniques thus offers the advantage of highly 
controlled sample synthesis and atom-by-atom characterization 
in real time. Moreover, using density functional theory (DFT), 
the electronic interaction between AM, I, and AI with SLG, the 
charge transfer, and the static binding energy are elucidated. 
Using first-principles molecular dynamics (FP-MD), we eval-
uate the dynamic threshold displacement of carbon atoms at 
80 kV.

2. Results and Discussions

Alkali (Cs+, Rb+), iodine (I−), and alkali iodide [(AI)nA+] (here A= 
Na, K, Rb, and Cs) ionic species were deposited on graphene 
after mass-selection in ES-IBD. The landing energy of the 
deposited ionic cluster species was set to 200 eV per charge and 
the final coverage of the alkali and alkali-iodide ionic species 
recorded on the surface of TEM grids varied between ≈450 and 
500 pAh. For iodine, the total coverage after the completion 
of deposition was 100 pAh. The mass spectra of all deposited 
ionic-cluster species are shown in Figures S1 and S2, Sup-
porting Information.

The alkali iodides form 3D-nanoparticles on the graphene 
surface (Figure S3, Supporting Information) quickly disinte-
grate into adatoms, small clusters, and atom pairs upon elec-
tron irradiation (refer Video S1, Supporting Information).[26] 
This leads to the formation of a high density of atomic species 
on the surface of graphene. In Figure S4a–f, Supporting Infor-
mation, the structure of 3D-nanoparticles of alkali-iodides are 
analyzed using their 2D-FFT along [001] viewing direction. The 
measurement suggests that their structure corresponds to their 
bulk counterparts, that is, CsCl-bcc-type for CsI and NaCl-fcc-
type for RbI and NaI nanocrystal. In contrast, Cs, Rb, and I do 
not form such 3D-nanoparticles but are dispersed on the gra-
phene surface as adatoms.

After prolonged electron irradiation (≈30 s) at an electron 
kinetic energy of 80 keV, holes form in the graphene near the 
adsorbed alkali-iodide clusters (Figure 1a–d and Video S2, Sup-
porting Information). Due to the high reactivity of the dangling 
carbon bonds present at the SLG holes, some alkali and iodine 
atomic species decorate the edges of the holes, as shown in 
the insets enclosed in black boxes of Figure  1a–d. However, 

the majority of alkali (Cs and Rb) and iodine (I) atom species 
adhere to energetically favorable sites such as hydrocarbon 
impurities and steps of the polycrystalline graphitic surface 
(Figure 2a–f). Individual Cs, Rb, and I atoms on the SLG sur-
face can be readily identified due to their high contrast com-
pared to the carbon atoms. Moreover, unlike the AI-dimer case, 
the presence of individual AM and I adatoms on the SLG does 
not instigate formation of holes under continuous electron irra-
diation and the lattice of SLG remains intact (refer Videos S3 
and S4, Supporting Information).

2.1. Rate of Etching

During extended electron irradiation, the size of the gra-
phene holes in the presence of alkali-iodide species increases 
(Figure  3a–t). The contours of the holes formed in graphene 
sheets are not exactly circular, but irregular, and therefore the 
quantification of the SLG-hole growth is performed by meas-
uring the hole perimeter as a function of time. In Figure 3a–d, 
we show the time dependence of the hole growth in SLG at an 
electron current density of 1.16 × 106 e nm−2 s−1. The edges of the 
holes shown in Figure 3a–d are decorated with Cs and I ions. 
These ions migrate along the periphery of the hole under elec-
tron-beam irradiation. The perimeter of the hole increases from 
3.5 to 9.3 nm after 129 s and the rate of growth of the perimeter 
is 0.04 nm s−1 (or 2.4 nm min−1). Here, the hole growth rate is 
evaluated from the slopes of the linear fit to the plotted data 
points representing increase in the hole perimeter as a func-
tion of time. Furthermore, the rate of etching was computed for 
four different holes for every alkali-iodides (NaI, KI, RbI, and 
CsI) and are tabulated in Table S1, Supporting Information. The 
average values of the different slopes for all samples are plotted 
in Figure 4. In general, during HRTEM imaging, the reservoir 
of ionic species along the hole edge does not disappear as the 
hole expands and their participation is uninterrupted during 
the etching process, until it leads to the complete destruction of 
the graphene membrane in the course of time.

Etching is not only observed in SLG, but also in BLG in the 
presence of Cs and I ions. It was found that initially a hole is 
formed in only one of the two layers, and only in a later stage 
the second layer is etched as well. Figure 3e–h shows the expan-
sion of a hole in bilayer graphene from 7.2 to 13.2 nm during 
a period of 564 s. The edge of the hole is marked by a dashed 
yellow line. The Moiré pattern outside the hole is a signature 
of BLG with 4° twist between two SLG sheets. In the interior 
of the yellow dashed line, we observe the lattice of SLG. This 
shows selective etching of one layer. Similar to the case of SLG, 
cesium (Cs) and iodine (I) ions are attached to the edge of 
the hole. After 244 s (Figure 3f), the perimeter of the hole has 
increased to 8.2  nm and still only one layer is affected by the 
etching process. After 421 s (Figure 3g) the perimeter of the hole 
has increased to 12 nm and, in the top left edge of the hole, one 
can see etching has begun in the second carbon layer, marked 
by a dashed red line. Interestingly, we observe that the rate of 
hole growth in BLG is approximately 3 times slower compared 
to SLG (see Table 1). CsI etches BLG much slower than SLG. 
This can be understood from the stronger bonding of C atoms 
in BLG because of the presence of the second graphene layer.
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In our attempt to ascertain the influence of cesium and 
iodine ions in the etching procedure, we analyzed the rate of 
growth of holes in pristine SLG under electron irradiation in 
the TEM at 80 kV, in the absence of Cs and I ions. Defect-free, 
pristine SLG, is robust and highly stable under 80 kV accelera-
tion voltage in TEM. The maximum energy transferred to a 
carbon atom in graphene via elastic scattering is 15.8 eV[15] and 
this is smaller than the energy required to produce knock-on 
damage in the graphene lattice, which is 21.38 eV. Therefore, we 
started with two pre-existing holes and observed their growth 
under electron irradiation (Figure 3i–l). The holes grow as the 
threshold for atom displacement from the edge of the hole is 
well below 15.8  eV. The rate of hole expansion was calculated 
to be 0.83  nm min−1. This value is approximately three times 
smaller than the average etching rate for SLG pores in the pres-
ence of Cs and I ions. Furthermore, the rate of graphene pore 
expansion was studied in SLG, when Cs (Figure  3m–p) and I 
atoms (Figure 3q–t) were individually present at the pre-existing 
SLG pore edges. In this case, we found a lower density of ions 
along the hole edges as compared to the situation, where Cs 
and I ions are present simultaneously. The calculated rate of 
growth of the SLG hole perimeter is 0.52 nm min−1 for Cs and 

0.48  nm min−1 for I (Table  1). Surprisingly, this rate of hole 
growth is smaller than that of SLG (≈0.8 nm min−1) without any 
ad-atom species implying that their presence hinders the rate of 
hole growth in similar irradiation condition at 80 kV. A possible 
reason for this may be the presence of graphitized hydrocarbon 
impurities (see Figure  3m–t) at the edges of the holes, which 
may impede hole growth.

These results imply that the individual Cs and I atoms 
interact weakly with the SLG hole edge in comparison to 
CsI. Therefore, the mechanism of hole expansion is hardly 
affected by the presence of only Cs or I atoms. The rate of 
etching values evaluated for other AI ionic species (KI, RbI, 
and NaI) are tabulated in Table S1, Supporting Information. 
The values of NaI and RbI are lower than the CsI results, but 
approximately twice the values for the pure I or Cs adsorp-
tion. This is a clear evidence that the simultaneous presence 
of alkali and iodide ionic species stabilizes their occupancy at 
the SLG-hole edges and consequently dictate higher rate of 
SLG-hole growth. Moreover, the rate of hole expansion in pris-
tine SLG is similar to the growth rate calculated for pores in 
BLG decorated with Cs or I ions. These results demonstrate 
that AI atomic species act as reliable catalyst agents for etching 

Figure 1. HRTEM images of single-layer graphene with alkali-iodide adatoms. a) Cesium iodide, b) rubidium iodide, c) potassium iodide, and  
d) sodium iodide clusters on SLG. Insets in (a–d) show graphene pores decorated with alkali-iodide clusters formed under electron irradiation at 
80 kV. HRTEM images were smoothened by applying Gaussian-blur of sigma radius 1.0, using ImageJ software. The scale bar corresponds to 5 nm.
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SLG under electron-beam irradiation. They are not consumed 
during the etching process, as it is the case for lighter atoms, 
like Si, which experience considerable momentum transfer 
from the fast electrons at 80 kV.

2.2. Interaction of Alkali Metal and Iodine Adatoms with 
Single-Layer Graphene

Interaction of individual AM, I, and AI species with SLG is 
key to understanding the etching process in SLG in the pres-
ences of the AI species under prolonged electron irradiation. 
Therefore, we performed first-principles DFT calculations 
(refer to Section 4), which revealed the nature of these inter-
actions. At first, we benchmarked our calculations by compar-
ison with already published data involving AM and I adatoms 
on SLG.[17,18,27] The results obtained from our DFT calculations 
were in agreement with these calculations and we therefore, in 
the next step, performed calculations involving AI dimers.

In Figure  5, the nature of the interaction of AM and I 
adatoms with SLG is described. The energetically optimized 
structure of AM and I (Na, K, Rb, Cs, and I) adatoms along [001] 
and [100] viewing directions is shown in Figure 5a–j. Because 
the electron density at the “H” site is lower as compared to that 
at the “T” and “B” sites, the “H” site is the energetically stable 
position of an adatom.[17] The height of adsorption (d) above the 
graphene plane for AMs gradually increases from Na (0.27 nm) 
to Cs (0.30 nm), and for I it is 0.37 nm (Table S2, Supporting 
Information). The nature of interaction of AM and I adatoms 
with SLG was evaluated by computing the charge-density dif-
ference Δρ(r) before and after adsorption (Figure  5k–n). The 
charge density difference is calculated using the following 
equation:

aGr r r rρ ρ ρ ρ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∆ = − −a G  (1)

where ρ(r)aG is the total charge density of the alkali-metal ad-
atom and SLG, ρ(r)a is the charge density of the isolated alkali-
metal atom and ρ(r)G is the charge density of the isolated SLG. 
In Figure 5k–n, charge accumulation and depletion are denoted 
by yellow and cyan colors, which suggests that interaction leads 
to depletion of charge from the AM adatoms and accumulation 
of charge above the SLG surface. The accumulated charge is dis-
persed all over the SLG surface. Figure  5o shows that in case 
of I adatoms the charge-density difference is inverted as com-
pared to the AM adatoms. Hence, AM adatoms donate (s) elec-
trons from their outermost electronic shell to SLG and therefore 
become positively charged, whereas I adatoms become nega-
tively charged after receiving (pz) electrons from SLG.

In addition, the charge separation is clearly observed in 
Figure 5p–t, where the charge-density difference is plotted along 
the [100] viewing direction. Obviously, only exchange of charge 
has taken place between substrate and adatoms leading to a 
purely ionic interaction. The values of charge transfer are shown 
in Table S2, Supporting Information. The electron-density dis-
tribution within the graphene plane (Figure  5u–y) looks very 
similar for all adatoms, indicating that the CC bonding within 
the SLG is hardly affected by the adatom adsorption.

2.3. Interaction of Alkali-Iodide Dimers with 
Single-Layer Graphene

In Figure 6, the interaction of AI dimers (NaI, KI, RbI, and CsI) 
with SLG is shown. Energetically optimized structural config-
urations along [001] and [100] viewing direction are shown in 
Figure 6a–h. The height of adsorption of AI-dimer atoms above 

Figure 2. HRTEM image of single-layer graphene with adatoms. a) Cesium, b) rubidium, and c) iodine adatoms. d–f) Enlarged view of the selected 
area enclosed by the black box in (a–c) showing adatoms adhering specifically to hydrocarbon impurities present on the SLG surface. d–f) Enlarged 
HRTEM images were smoothened by applying Gaussian-blur of sigma radius 1.5, using ImageJ software. The scale bar corresponds to 5 nm.
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the SLG plane and the respective adsorption energies are pre-
sented in Table S3, Supporting Information. Calculated bond 
lengths of the AI dimers (i.e., NaI 2.77 Å, KI 3.11 Å, RbI 3.25 Å,  
and CsI 3.41 Å) from the DFT optimized structural configura-
tion are in agreement with literature values.[25] Interestingly, 
the dimers cause buckling of the SLG lattice. Only in case of 
CsI, this buckling is almost negligible (Figure  6h). The buck-
ling leads to both in-plane and out-of-plane distortions and thus 
to strain in the SLG lattice. The minimum and the maximum 
in-plane distortions are 0.01 Å (RbI) and 0.02 Å (NaI), which 
corresponds to positive strain of 0.7% and 1.4%, respectively. 
The in-plane strain produced in the SLG lattice for NaI, KI, and 
RbI dimers is shown in Figure S5, Supporting Information. In 

addition, the calculated amplitudes for the out-of-plane distor-
tions in SLG are −0.48 Å, −0.52 Å, and −0.51 Å for the NaI, KI, 
and RbI dimers (Figure S6, Supporting Information).

The 3D charge density along the [001] viewing direction is 
plotted in Figure  6i–l. The charges are locally confined to the 
adsorption site of the AI dimers on the SLG lattice. This is in 
stark contrast to what was observed for the AM and I adatom 
case, where the accumulated and depleted charges were dis-
persed homogeneously over the SLG (Figure  5k–o). The 
charge-density maps along the [100] viewing direction shown 
in Figure  6m–p demonstrate the separation of the charge at 
the interface between SLG and AI dimers. The dimer exhibits 
a charge accumulation at the electronegative I atom and a 

Figure 3. Time-sequence of hole expansion during 80 kV electron irradiation in SLG and BLG with CsI, Cs, I and with only the electron beam. Increase in 
the perimeter of a hole in a–d) SLG and e–h) BLG with CsI. i–l) Enlargement of a SLG pore by electron radiation only. Increase in the perimeter of a hole 
in SLG with m–p) Cs atoms and q–t) I atoms. HRTEM images were smoothened by applying Gaussian-blur of sigma radius 1.0, using ImageJ software.
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depletion of charge at the electropositive AM atom. Moreover, 
a discernable separation of the density of electronic charge in 
the SLG at the site of the dimer adsorption suggests a non-
covalent interaction between the AI dimer and SLG. Besides, 
the interaction between the AI dimer and SLG leads to a deple-
tion of the CC bonding electron density in the SLG lattice 
(Figure 6q–t). Unlike the adsorption of individual alkali/iodine 
atom on SLG (Figure 5p–t), quadrupole charges are generated 
due to alkali-iodide dimer adsorption (see Figure  6m–p). The 
presence of additional pair of positive and negative charges 
results in enhanced interaction between SLG and the alkali-
iodide dimer molecule. This forbids the charges from delo-
calizing on the SLG surface, and the charges generated after 
adsorption are all confined to the site of adsorption. As the 
charge transfer w.r.t, SLG is localized, the charge depletion in 
SLG is also localized and hence we observe charge redistribu-
tion between CC bonds in SLG (refer Figure  6q–s). Which 
in turn reduce the bond strength between CC atoms and can 
alter their overall binding energy at the site of (AI) adsorption. 
The additional charge depleted from SLG at the site of adsorp-
tion is compensated by the buckling of the SLG, which helps in 
minimizing the total energy of the system (refer Figure 6a–c).

Notably, the depletion of electrons in SLG takes place at the 
AI dimer adsorption site (Figure  6q–s), with the exception of 
CsI, where reduction in electron density is not localized at 
the site of adsorption, but it is rather reduced homogenously 
from the SLG surface as observed in (Figure 6t) due to overall 
reduction in (red) color intensity. This behavior can be attrib-
uted to its increased height of adsorption compared to other AI 
dimers (refer Table S3, Supporting Information), that in turn 

minimizes its interaction strength w.r.t SLG and therefore, 
leading to no noticeable buckling in the underlying SLG sheet.

The density-of-states (DOS) analysis shown in Figures S7 
and S8, Supporting Information, provides additional insight 
into the electronic properties after adsorption on SLG. The 
DOS analysis shows that the interaction of AM and I adatoms 
neither alters nor hybridizes with the energy states of SLG 
upon adsorption. The DOS of the adsorbed atom contains only 
localized states of free AM and I atoms, which implies the ionic 
nature of the electronic interaction. The same is true for the 
AI dimer case, where the electronic interaction of the AI dimer 
and SLG does not alter or hybridize with the energy states of 
SLG, implying pure ionic interaction. However, due to the elec-
tronic interaction between I and AM atoms in an AI dimer, 
the DOS energy distribution shows a hybridization of orbitals 
between AM-s state and I-p state.

2.4. Calculation of Binding Energy

A direct consequence of the charge depletion between carbon 
atoms is a reduction in their binding energy. In order to verify 
this, two carbon atoms were selected in the vicinity of either 
the AI dimer, the AM adatom, or the I adatom adsorption sites, 
and their corresponding binding energies (Eb) were calculated. 
Carbon atoms at different distances from the adatom/dimer 
were selected for the calculation, which are denoted as “near” 
and “far” (Figure S9, Supporting Information). The binding 
energy values for the two cases were computed using the fol-
lowing equation:

b v s TE E E E= + −  (2)

where Eb is the binding energy, Ev the total energy of the com-
bined system with a C-atom vacancy at the selected site, Esthe 
total energy of a single carbon atom in SLG, and ET the total 
energy of the combined system. The calculated values for both 
dimer and adatom cases are given in Table  2. The calculated 
Eb for the AI dimers is approximately half the value for the 
AM and I adatoms. For instance, the Eb value calculated for 
the nearest carbon atom in SLG is 13.43  eV underneath a Na 
adatom, whereas it is 6.46 eV underneath the NaI dimer, sug-
gesting that the CC bond has weakened by approximately a 
factor of two near the adsorption site of the NaI dimer as com-
pared to that of the Na adatom. This trend is common for both 
the “near” and “far” carbon atoms. Moreover, the value of Eb 
calculated in pristine SLG is 18.26  eV, which is higher than 
those calculated for the AI dimer, AM, and I adatom cases. The 
average reduction in the values of Eb upon AM adsorption is 
≈3.5 eV whereas it is 11.4 eV for the AI dimer adsorption.

The reduction in Eb undeniably facilitates bond breaking, 
for example, during electron irradiation. The fast electrons in 

Table 1. Comparison of average graphene etching rates, calculated from multiple holes in each case of CsI, RbI, KI, NaI, I, and Cs adsorption on SLG; 
In addition, the average etching rate of BLG is shown for CsI adsorption. The electron acceleration voltage was 80 kV.

Samples SLG+CsI SLG+RbI SLG+KI SLG+NaI SLG+I SLG+Cs SLG+e- BLG+CsI

Rate of etching [nm min−1] 1.86 ± 0.34 1.10 ± 0.6 2.33 ± 1.29 1.15 ± 0.24 0.48 ± 0.06 0.52 ± 0.12 0.83 ± 0.08 0.6 ± 0.06

Figure 4. Plot comparing the average rate of etching values calculated for 
CsI, RbI, KI, NaI, I, Cs adsorbed on SLG and CsI on BLG. Also shown is 
the etching rate for pristine SLG under electron irradiation.
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the TEM can break bonds, whenever the energy imparted to 
the target atom exceeds its ejection threshold value. To quan-
tify this process, FP-MD simulations were performed (see 
Section 4) and displacement-threshold energies (Td) of carbon 
atoms in SLG were determined in the presence of AI dimers, 
AM, and I adatoms at an electron kinetic energy of 80  keV 
(Figures S10 and S11, Supporting Information, and Table  2). 
The Td value calculated for the carbon atom in pristine SLG 
was found to be 21.38 eV, which is in good agreement with the 
previously reported value of 21.37  eV that considers van der 
Waals corrections.[29] In comparison to pristine SLG, Td values 
were found to be reduced by (2.33–4.34  eV) for the AI dimer, 
by (1.81–1.94 eV) for the AM, and by 0.74 eV for the (I) adatom 
case. As expected from the change in Eb, this shows that the 
carbon atoms situated near the AI dimer adsorption site 
require less energy to be completely displaced from the SLG lat-
tice compared to carbon atoms close to the AM and I adatoms.

Based on calculated Td values for carbon atoms, their cor-
responding theoretical cross-sections for displacement, σd, 
were calculated using the modified McKinley and Feshbach 
equation,[13,26] in which the Gaussian distribution of atomic 
vibrations are included (see Section 4). The cross-sections in 
pristine SLG are shown for comparison. The total cross-sections 
for carbon atoms situated near and far from the AI dimer, AM 
and (I) adatom adsorption sites, are plotted in Figure S12a,b, 
Supporting Information for different acceleration voltages, and 
the corresponding values are given in Table 2. At 80 kV, the σd 
value for a carbon atom in pristine SLG is close to zero (i.e., 

≈10−5 barn), whereas for carbon atoms near the adsorption sites 
of AI dimers the cross-section σd increases by an amount of 
0.01 to 0.7 barn from CsI to NaI (see Table 2). The non-zero σd 
values in the AI dimer case at 80 kV (Figure S12a, Supporting 
Information) implies that non-destructive imaging of SLG at 
this particular imaging condition is not possible and the SLG 
will suffer substantial knock-on damage. This will lead to sig-
nificant damage in the SLG after prolonged electron irradiation 
(i.e., 10 to 100 s), which is indeed observed in our experiments 
(see Figure 2a–d). In contrast, the value of σd for the AM and 
I adatom case remains practically zero (i.e., ≈10−4) at 80  kV 
(Figure S12b, Supporting Information) and therefore, no sig-
nificant alteration in the SLG lattice is observed in our HRTEM 
experimental images shown in Figure 1a–d. Besides, the carbon 
atom situated “near” the adsorption site shows more suscep-
tibility to electron-induced damage compared to the one situ-
ated at the “far” position (Table 2 and Figure S12a,b, Supporting 
Information).

3. Conclusion

In summary, we studied the stability of SLG in the presence of 
AI dimers and AM or I atoms under the influence of electron 
irradiation. We combined experimental results obtained in 
the TEM with a thorough theoretical analysis and showed 
that adsorption of AI dimers on SLG leads to a weakening of 
CC bonds and consequently reduces the threshold energy 

Figure 5. Interaction of alkali metal and iodine adatoms with SLG. Energetically optimized structural model of Na, K, Rb, Cs, and I ad-atom on SLG 
viewed a–e) along the [001]-direction and f–j) along the [100]-direction. k–o) 3D charge-density difference plot along the [001] viewing direction and 
p–t) charge-density plot of the cross-section through alkali and iodine adatoms perpendicular to SLG. u–y) 2D-charge density distribution in the SLG 
plane underneath the alkali ad-atom. The unit used for the electron density is (e Å−3).
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for carbon-atom displacement. Consequently, SLG damage is 
pronounced for an electron kinetic energy of 80 keV, whereas 
under these conditions no damage is observed in pristine SLG. 
Thus, AI species play a central role in the etching process by 
catalyzing the bond breaking reaction in SLG. Our assertion 
is that it is the pairing of two atomic species of opposite ionic 
character, which dramatically reduces carbon bonding in SLG. 
This effect is not observed, if only AM or I atom species are 
deposited on SLG. Hence, the observed process can be termed 
as “atom-pair catalysis” to highlight the cumulative pheno-
menon of the hetero-nuclear atomic species. We note that this 
is different from “di-atom catalysis,” where two atoms of the 
same species (i.e., a platinum-dimer) participate in the hydrol-
ysis of ammonia borane.[30]

4. Experimental Section
Graphene Transfer onto a Transmission Electron Microscopy Grid: 

Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)-free graphene suspended on a TEM 
grid was formed similar to the method described by Longchamp 

Table 2. Values of binding energy Eb, dynamic threshold Td and cross-
section for carbon atom displacement σd calculated for the AM, I, and 
AI dimer case.

AM and I adatoms

Case Eb [eV] Td [eV] σd [barn]

Near Far Near Far Near Far

Na 13.43 14.20 19.48 20.38 0.0039 ≈10−4

K 14.79 15.24 19.53 20.43 0.0037 ≈10−4

Rb 15.00 15.41 19.54 20.35 0.0037 ≈10−4

Cs 15.58 15.96 19.56 20.39 0.0037 ≈10−4

I 16.99 18.11 20.67 21.20 0.0001 ≈10−4

SLG 18.26 21.38 21.38 ≈10−5

AI-dimers

NaI 6.46 6.84 17.03 20.61 0.7081 ≈10−4

KI 6.71 6.72 17.67 20.96 0.2209 ≈10−4

RbI 6.74 7.18 18.82 20.92 0.0207 ≈10−4

CsI 7.53 7.73 19.05 20.92 0.0100 ≈10−4

Figure 6. Interaction of alkali-iodide dimers with SLG. Energetically optimized structural models of NaI, KI, RbI, and CsI dimers on SLG viewed a–d) along 
the [001]-direction and e–h) along the [100]-direction. i–l) 2D charge-density-difference plots along the [001] viewing direction and m–p) 2D-charge den-
sity plots of the cross-section through alkali-iodide dimers perpendicular to the SLG. q–t) Variation in 2D-charge-density distributions in the SLG plane 
underneath the alkali-iodide dimers. The unit used for electron density is (e Å−3).
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et  al.[31] Commercially available CVD-grown graphene on a copper foil 
(Graphenea S.A.) was used throughout our experiments. As the first 
step, a 150  nm thick PMMA film was spin-coated onto the graphene 
on Cu. The copper film was then etched by floating the PMMA-SLG-Cu 
assembly in an etching solution (8 g of ammonium persulfate in 100 mL 
of deionized water). After Cu etching, the PMMA–graphene stack was 
transferred to a de-ionized water bath for removing the APS solution 
residue. Subsequently, the stack was transferred onto a platinum-coated 
(thickness ≈ 15  nm) perforated silicon-nitride TEM grid. In order to 
remove the PMMA, the TEM grid was annealed in ambient air at 300 °C 
for 30 min, whereupon the thin platinum layer catalyzed the oxidation of 
the PMMA.

Electrospray Ion-Beam Deposition: The ES-IBD setup[24] was used to 
generate intact positive gas-phase ions of ((AI)nA+) (where A = Na, K, 
Rb, and Cs), Cs+, Rb+ and negative gas-phase ions of I. The generated 
gas-phase ions were deposited on the graphene substrate in vacuum. 
The analyte solution (≈10−4  mol L−1 in H2O) was pumped through an 
emitter capillary held at a high electric potential difference of 2–3 kV with 
respect to the vacuum-transfer capillary. A fine mist of charged droplets 
containing the analyte molecule was emitted. The ions were generated 
under ambient conditions through an iterative coulombic fission, while 
the solvent evaporated. The ions pass through four differential pumping 
stages to the deposition target held at 10−6 mbar. On their way, radio 
frequency (rf)-ion optics collimated the beam with an ion funnel in 
the first and an rf-only quadrupole in the second stage. A further 
rf-quadrupole was used as a mass filter to generate a chemically pure 
beam of the desired ion, which was confirmed by an integrated time-
of-flight mass spectrometer, before the beam was used for deposition. 
The salient feature of ES-IBD was that the collision energy can be 
controlled and thereby the interaction of the molecule with the surface. 
Most importantly, molecules can be soft-landed destruction-free onto a 
surface or collided at high energies to deliberately cause fragmentation 
or surface defects. Further, online current monitoring allowed for 
precise knowledge of the deposited charge and thus for the control of 
the deposition coverage. Further details of the ES-IBID technique were 
described elsewhere.[23,24]

High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy: AC-HRTEM was 
performed using a JEOL ARM200F TEM equipped with a cold field-
emission gun and a post-specimen spherical aberration corrector (Cs) 
operated at an acceleration voltage of 80  kV. The spherical aberration 
was tuned to ≈1 µm, and the imaging was done at under-focus 
conditions, leading to atoms appearing dark.

Density Functional Theory: The electronic structure calculation 
was based on the DFT, as implemented in the Quantum Espresso 
package.[32–34] The core electrons and ion-electron interactions 
were treated with pseudo-potentials. The generalized gradient 
approximation in the form of Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof functional was 
accounted for treating the exchange correlation energy. The electronic 
wave functions with a plane wave basis were truncated at an energy 
cutoff of 40 Ry. Similarly, the charge density was represented in the 
basis set with an energy cut-off of 400 Ry. The structural relaxation 
process was carried out with a force threshold of 1 × 10−1 Ry/Bohr. 
Self-consistent field (SCF) calculations were carried out with an 
energy-error tolerance of 1 × 10−8 Ry. The Monkhorst–Pack (MP) 
method[35] with (10 × 10 × 1) k-points mesh were selected for the SCF 
calculations. The van der Waals corrections were incorporated with 
the DFT-D3 scheme. The interaction of alkali-metal adatoms with SLG 
was calculated by simulating a (6 × 6 × 1) unit of graphene with 10 Å 
vacuum space both above and below the unit cell. The optimum lateral 
(H, T, B) and vertical (z) positions were considered from the previous 
calculations. However, the vertical (z) distance of alkali-iodide (AI) 
dimer was obtained from a structural optimization. The electronic 
structure and charge-density-difference plot had been derived using 
the VESTA program.[33]

First Principles Molecular Dynamics (FP-MD): First-principles 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with a micro-canonical (NVE) 
ensemble were implemented in the Vienna ab-initio simulation package 

code[37,38] with an energy cut-off of 500  eV and a time step of 0.1 fs 
for estimating the displacement threshold energy. The velocity of the 
atoms was initialized by a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution at 300 K. 
The projector augmented wave potentials were used to describe the 
core electrons, and the local density approximation functional was 
used for exchange and correlation. The atomic structures were fully 
optimized without symmetric restrictions and a 1 × 10−3  eV energy 
convergence criterion. A (5 × 5 × 1) Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid was 
used to sample the Brillouin zone.[35] A vacuum layer of 20 Å was 
used to remove the physical interactions between periodic images. To 
obtain the threshold energy, the initial momentum of a certain C atom 
was tuned, until it was just barely removed from the system, which 
corresponded to the minimum energy that was required to remove the 
C atom from the system.

Total Cross-Section of Atomic Displacement with Vibrations: The total 
cross-section of carbon atom displacement with atomic vibration 
σd(T,Ee) was calculated by using following integral equation:[29]

, , ,e

,

max e

max e

T E P v T E v E dv
E v E Td

∫σ σ ( )( ) ( )( )=
( )≥

 (3)

This equation was the result of the numerical integration of the modified 
McKinley and Feshbach equation for cross-sections as a function of 
maximum transferred energy to the nucleus σ(Emax(v,Ee)) multiplied 
by the probability distribution of the velocity of the target atoms in the 
direction parallel to the incoming electron beam (P (v, T)). Moreover, the 
maximum energy that can be transferred to a nucleus of mass M, moving 
with a velocity (v), by an electron of mass me with energy Ee (where, Ee = 
eU and U is the acceleration voltage) is given by the function Emax (v, Ee).

Further data on ESI time-of-flight mass spectrums of the deposited 
species, TEM images of the 3D-nanoparticles of AI species, Tables 
showing list of values obtained from DFT calculations, strain analysis, 
DOS and FP-MD plots (PDF). Videos (.AVI) SI-video-1, 2, 3 and 4 display 
(using times-series HRTEM images) decomposition of RbI nanocrystal, 
etching behavior of AI (CsI), non-etching behavior of AM (Cs), and 
Iodine atoms w.r.t SLG.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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